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Notions of health and manhood in a Guatemalan gym 
Patterns contra to machismo 
Ollin Venegas, University of Pennsylvania, Department of Anthropology 
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Research Question 
What role does sport and fitness play in the lives of 18-30 year old male 
Atitecos?  
Conclusion 
Contact Information 
E-mail Address: venegas@sas.upenn.edu 
Methodology 
 Convenience sampling of men at Gimnasio Atitlán, a local gym 
 20 full semi-structured interviews 
 20 partial semi-structured interviews 
 Participant observation 
 Interviews done in Spanish 
Participants 
Interview  Age Occupation   Interview  Age Occupation 
Interview #01 30 N/A   Interview #21 19 Merchant 
Interview #02 30 N/A   Interview #22 21 Merchant 
Interview #03 22 Physical Education 
Teacher 
  Interview #23 19 Salesman 
Interview #04 25 Merchant   Interview #24 23 Salesman 
Interview #05 27 Physical Education 
Teacher 
  Interview #25 20 Merchant 
Interview #06 30 Merchant   Interview #26 21 Crafts-maker 
Interview #07 24 Nurse   Interview #27 25 Merchant 
Interview #08 21 Merchant   Interview #28 22 Merchant 
Interview #09 27 National Civil Police   Interview #29 25 Merchant 
Interview #10 18 Merchant   Interview #30 24 Merchant 
Interview #11 22 “Work”   Interview #31 25 Merchant 
Interview #12 20 Worker in Pottery Shop   Interview #32 21 Merchant 
Interview #13 22 Student   Interview #33 21 Worker-Woodshop 
Interview #14 27 National Civil Police   Interview #34 21 Taxi Driver 
Interview #15 25 Merchant   Interview #35 23 Taxi Driver 
Interview #16 30 Chauffeur   Interview #36 23 Merchant 
Interview #17 28 Vendor   Interview #37 23 Painter 
Interview #18 20 Manager of gym   Interview #38 23 Employee - School 
Interview #19 18 Student   Interview #39 22 Day Laborer 
Interview #20 22 Student   Interview #40 18 Merchant 
 
 
  
Average  
Age: 25.05 yrs. 
Participants were 
mostly merchants. 
  Results 
s 
What must an adolescent male do to be considered a man in Santiago?  
Further Information 
Want to learn more about the 
Guatemala Health Initiative?  
Scan this QR code or visit 
 
http://www.med.upenn.edu/ghi/ 
Photo by Vanessa Romero 
Maps adopted from maps.google.com 
Gimnasio Atitlán 
Figure 1a. Weight room 
Figure 3. Dumbbells  Figure 2. Exercise Diagram 
Figure 1b. Weight room 
Setting 
Santiago Atitlán is a village located in the 
Western highlands of Guatemala and is home 
to the Tz’utujil Maya – one of the twenty-one 
indigenous groups in Guatemala. The village 
is situated on the southwest shore of Lake 
Atitlán, which has been crucial in the 
preservation of their culture and livelihood. 
Nevertheless, the influences of globalization 
are now more readily observed more than ever 
before. One example of this has been the 
adoption of fisicoculturismo. 
Map adopted from maps.google.com 
Santiago 
Atitlan 
The notions of manhood among the participants in this study contradict 
those associated with machismo 
Manhood was centered on three pillars of character: 
 Respect: having civility toward others and himself 
 Responsibility: being accountable for what one did and who one was 
 Trustworthiness: being honest, loyal, and having integrity 
These notions serve as fundamental components in the participants’ 
definition of sport and health 
The participants’ definition of sport and health consisted of positive abstract 
qualities that were derived from these notions of manhood. 
The sport of fisicoculturismo has been adapted to the Tz’utujil culture 
Similarities found between notions of manhood and reasons why participants 
practice fisicoculturismo (bodybuilding) and religion practiced in community. 
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Guatemala Health Initiative 
